Mechtrix offers a complete line of die-type blades and guides for the Kormak Wire Stripping Machine. Mechtrix Stripping Blades for the Kormak Machines are made to precision standards from a specially selected tool steel to insure optimum performance and blade life and are produced using state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques. Mechtrix Kormak Stripping Blades have the Mechtrix patented feature of a cutting form which includes a perfectly formed cutting radius.

The stripping blades for the Kormak Machines are designated by the prefix KKD and are available in 0.1mm radii increments from KKD-0.4 thru KKD-10.8. The wire guides are designated by the prefix KKDG and are also available in 0.1mm increments from KKDG-0.5 thru KKDG-12.4. For specific sizing information please contact Mechtrix.